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Remember Fear Factor? It was one of the highly rated and sometimes annoying reality TV shows from a few
years ago. When producers with little or no budgets to work with still needed to crack the Neilsons or look
for a job selling gelato at Ben & Jerry’s.
The basic premise was to pit teams against each other in a competition to see who could survive the
scariest stunts the producers could come up with.
Grand prize was around $50,000 awarded to the bravest(translates: craziest) team to complete the stunts.
Everyone watched on the edge of their seat as teams jumped from buildings or climbed into glass cases
filled with snakes or scorpions.
The idea that we are all subject to our own innermost fears somehow compelled us to watch others confront
theirs from the safety of our lazy-boy. The show had a relatively short life span compared to long running
sitcoms like Seinfeld but had an impact non-the-less.
The reason I dredge this up is to return to one of the most basic yet powerful motivators or influencing
factors in marketing, advertising and sales; leveraging the fear factor.
In a variety of ways marketeers, advertising geniuses and sales pros have been leaning on this little gem
forever.
What is known in the scientific camp is that the fear factor is directly related to our evolutionary need to
survive. The amygdala section of the brain registers danger; some little memory from our past is awakened
and immediately the neurons fire up.
It can’t be turned off. (Unless the amygdala is damaged)
We react.
Boy do we react!
Fact: This reaction to fear is all-powerful and for the most part is involuntary.
Consider this: Your kitchen drain is a breeding ground for bacteria far worse than anything that crawled out of
the toilet. Your home (sorry) is teaming with bacteria and buggy things that will cause anything from the
common cold to meningitis. So what do we do?
We buy Lemon Fresh Lysol® antibacterial kitchen cleaner to disinfect and protect against the danger from
the 8 million cells of bacteria that can breed in less than 24 hours from one single cell. Whoa, talk about
reacting to fear.
Conclusion: We’ll buy anything that we believe will protect us from something we fear.
Bugs, germs, automobile accidents, burglars, identity theft, computer hackers; you name it and somebody’s
selling us a product or service using the fear factor.
Anthony Pratkanis claims in his study, Age of Propaganda: The everyday use and abuse of persuasion, that
the fear factor is most influential when:
•
•
•
•

It scares the crap out of us.
Promises a solution to what we are afraid of.
We perceive the effect of the product/service will eliminate or reduce the danger.
We believe we can use the product or service to get the desired results.

Using this strategy in your advertising relies on all four factors being used. Leave one factor out, it won’t work
and: It is most effective if the fear is well recognized and specific to the readers/viewers knowledge or beliefs.
ALARMFORCE® plays on the fear of intruders.
They scare the bejesus out of women by showing an intruder trying to break in while she’s at home alone or
with the kids. Then they show you how the alarm sounds and the company rep on the phone in seconds
checking on your safety. The unsuspecting viewer then perceives that with ALARMFORCE® security
systems they will be protected from invaders and finally that all will be well if we install ALARMFORCE®.
Notice how they use each influencing fear factor to get the desired results.
The fear factor and other variations such as anticipated regret will work in advertising but it doesn’t stop
there. Joel Matlin still needs to convince you with his ads, website and persuasive dialogue that you need
ALARMFORCE® to be safe, and to get out your plastic.
This is just one of the covert principles of persuasion that will make your advertising effective, instead of the
ineffective wallpaper that decorates the pages of many newspapers and magazines today.
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